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In this paper, we prove several nonexistence and existence results for certain real 
solutions to semilinear wave equations in one space dimension. These solutions 
represent ime almost-periodic free vibrations which decay toward a constant equi- 
librium solution as the spatial variable goes to infinity. Our nonexistence results are 
of two kinds. We first prove that the requirements of almost periodicity in time and 
of spatial decay at infinity force such solutions to be trivial, whenever their spec- 
trum does not interact with the nonlinearity in a certain sense. We also prove non- 
existence results without requiring any spectral conditions, but this is at the expense 
of having to impose more stringent conditions on the nonlinearities, such as certain 
convexity properties in the vicinity of the equilibrium solution. Finally, we prove an 
existence result for time almost-periodic free vibrations whose profiles decay 
exponentially rapidly toward a constant equilibrium solution. To accomplish this, 
we convert the wave equation into a dynamical system in which the original spatial 
variable plays the role of time; we then embed that dynamical system into an 
appropriate Banach space of time almost-periodic functions, so that the one- 
parameter family of stable and unstable manifolds which we construct carry the 
solutions that we seek. The major difficulty to overcome m our construction is a 
small divisor problem; it is related to the fact that the spectrum of the infinitesimal 
generator for the linearized flow is a pure point spectrum without gaps. We discuss 
several examples and we also stress some important qualitattve differences which 
distinguish the almost-periodic ase from the purely periodic one. 0 1989 Academic 
Press, Inc 
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1. INTRODUCTION AND OUTLINE 
The classic results of Muckenhoupt [l], Bochner [2], Bochner and 
Van Neumann [3], Sobolev [4], and Ladyzenskaya [S] concerning the 
almost-periodicity in time of the solutions to linear homogeneous wave 
equations on bounded regions in RN can be generalized in several direc- 
tions, On the one hand, one can consider very general hyperbolic partial 
differential equations with time almost-periodic forcing terms. The 
existence of almost-periodic solutions to such equations was investigated 
by several authors, among whom Amerio and Prouse obtained many of the 
definitive results in their attempt to generalize the Bohr-Neugebauer 
theory [6, 7-91. On the other hand, one can also consider semilinear 
autonmous wave equations of the form 
d% t) = Auk t) - g(u(x, t)) (1.1) 
on lRN+l, where (x, t) E RN+’ and where A denotes Laplace’s operator in 
the x-variables. One then raises the question of determining those non- 
linearities u + g(u) for which such equations possess almost-periodic solu- 
tions in time, with preassigned spectra and strong localization properties in 
the spatial variables (the so-called almost-periodic breathers). This problem 
is motivated by several important questions of theoretical physics [l&12], 
such as the existence of soliton bound states in some classical field theory 
models [13]. Following the works of [14, 151, it has been intensively 
investigated recently in the special case of purely periodic, spatially 
localized solutions to wave equations of the form 
4,(x, t) = u,,(x, t) -dub, t)), (1.2) 
where (x, t)E lR* or (x, t) E 68’ x 68 [16-201. Thus, in [16], Weinstein 
proved that if g E @*‘(R, R) with g(0) = 0, g’(0) > (27r/T)* where T is the 
preassigned period of vibration, Eq. (1.2) possesses nontrivial classical 
time-periodic solutions of period T, which decay exponentially rapidly 
along the spatial direction x > 0. Weinstein’s investigation was in fact 
motivated by an earlier result of Coron’s [17], who proved the com- 
plementary result that for g E Y(*)( 68, R), g(0) = 0 and g’(0) < (2n/T)*, there 
are no nontrivial time-periodic solutions to Eq. (1.2) of period T with even 
moderate decay conditions in x. Coron’s result was recently adapted by 
Levine, who investigated the existence of radially symmetric, time-periodic 
solutions to semilinear wave equations in higher space dimensions [21]. 
More global nonexistence results concerning free vibrations of arbitrary 
period and polynomially decreasing profiles were also obtained in [ 18-201 
for a large class of semilinear wave equations on R*, such as the Sinh- 
Gordon equation and a modified version of the scalar Higgs equation. 
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While the existence of periodic breathers is still in question for the 
unmodified scalar Higgs equation, there have been some recent indications 
that small amplitude breathers might not exist [22, 56, 573. 
In this paper, we initiate a study of similar questions for time almost- 
periodic solutions to (1.2) which possess localization properties in the 
spatial variable. In Section 2, we consider Eq. (1.2) on IX2 and prove two 
nonexistence results. The first one essentially asserts that any classical time- 
almost periodic solution to (1.2) which satisfies moderate one-sided decay 
conditions in x must be independent of time, provided that its spectrum 
does not interact with the nonlinearity in a certain sense. The second one 
states that every classical time-almost periodic solution to (1.2) which 
satisfies certain two-sided decay conditions in the space variable must be 
trivial regardless of the nature of its spectrum. However, while the former 
result holds essentially for all g E gC2)( R, R), the latter can be proved only 
at the expense of having more rigid conditions concerning the shape of the 
admissible nonlinearities, though for less regular g’s. The main ingredients 
in the proofs of Section 2 are an inequality of Wirtinger type for almost- 
periodic functions, an inequality of Gronwall type, continuation arguments 
based on logarithmic convexity estimates, and a notion of convexity first 
introduced and used in [23-261. Each of our nonexistence result is 
illustrated by several examples. In Section 3, we restrict Eq. (1.2) to the 
half-spaces R’ x R. We then prove that it possesses nontrivial classical 
time-almost periodic solutions of small amplitude, which decay exponen- 
tially rapidly in the spatial direction. The proof of this result implements a 
seminal idea of [ 14, IS] already exploited in the purely periodic case [ 163. 
In an appropriate Banach space of almost-periodic functions, we first trans- 
form Eq. (1.2) into a dynamical system in which the original space variable 
x plays the role of time. Around a constant equilibrium solution to (1.2), 
we then construct a one-parameter family of stable and unstable manifolds 
which, by definition, carry the almost-periodic waves with the exponen- 
tially decaying profiles that we seek. To achieve this, we invoke the 
celebrated fixed point method of Perron [27,28]. This technique has been 
used by many authors in various contexts (see, for instance, [29-341 and 
their references), but the problem of almost-periodic breathers offers special 
challenges such as the absence of gaps in the spectrum of the infinitesimal 
generator for the linearized flow and the related problem of small divisors. 
To overcome these difficulties, we carry out the construction in an 
appropriate Banach space of Sobolev type. The scale of Banach spaces that 
we need is in fact a particular case of a scale introduced in [35, 361 for dif- 
ferent purposes. It contains those spaces of almost-periodic functions which 
possess absolutely convergent Fourier series and hence a Banach algebra 
structure; this is necessary in order to encode at least the class of real 
analytic nonlinearities into the theory (compare with the hypotheses of 
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Theorem 3.2). We finally discuss several examples. Methodologically, the 
techniques of this section may be considered as complementary to those of 
[32] for the hyperbolic case with dissipation and those of [33] for the 
parabolic case. Section 4 is devoted to the discussion of some remarks and 
of some open problems. For a short announcement of the results, we refer 
the reader to [SS]. For related results concerning the quasi-periodic case, 
see [52, X-601. 
2. NONEXISTENCE RESULTS FOR EQUATION (1.2)0~ lR2 
We refer the reader to [36] or to [37] for all of the basic facts concern- 
ing almost-periodic functions. We write R, for the Bohr compactilication 
of the real line and denote by pB the corresponding normalized Haar 
measure. Thus, ~a((wa) = 1. In this section, we shall work with functions 
u E VC2)( R2, R), namely uniformly continuous and uniformly bounded 
functions in (x, t) E R2 with uniformly continuous and uniformly bounded 
derivatives up to the second order. Moreover, these functions will be such 
that t + U(X, t) is Bohr almost-periodic for each x. For this reason, it will 
be convenient to write u(x, t) = u(x)(r) and to think of u as a map 
U: IR + %?( R,, R), where %( R,, R) denotes the Banach algebra of all real- 
valued continuous functions on IR, with respect to the norm (1 u(x)11 co = 
sup!= R 1 u(x)(t)l. For u E ‘XC2)(a2, R) and t -+ u(x)(t) E V(lR,, R), we have 
t + u,(x)(t) E U( R,, IR) and t + u,(x)(t) E ‘%?( R,, IR) for each x, so that we 
may also identify u,, U, with maps u,, u,: R! + %?(lR,, R). We still denote by 
pLg the average map on %‘( RB, R), that is the linear bounded functional 
defined by 
We write spec(u(x)) = {~,(~)}km_~ c IFS for the spectrum of u(x); that is, 
the countable set of all Fourier exponents of U(X) such that 
uk(x) = pB(u(x) xk(u)) # 0, where x~(u)(~) = exp[ -iAk(u) t] for each t E R. 
Without restricting the generality, we shall always assume that spec(u(x)) 
is independent of x (compare with the result of Proposition A.1 in 
Appendix A). Let g : R -+ R be such that g(u,,) = 0 for some a,, E R. Our first 
nonexistence result is the following. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let UE%(‘)(R’, R) with t + u(x)(I)E%(R~, R)for each x. 
Assume that u satisfies Eq. (1.2) on iR2 with g E @2)(R, R) and g(uO) = 0 for 
some u0 E R. Assume moreover that the following hypotheses hold: 
(Hl) x-~~(Iu(x)--~I)EL’((x~, a), R$)for some x~E[W+. 
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WI lim,, m P&:(x) + uz,W) = 0. 
(H3) lim,,, SUP,ElW I+)(t)--01 =o. 
Let (Ak(u)}km, 1 c Iw be the spectrum ofu(x) - pB(u(x)); assume furthermore 
that the spectral hypothesis 
(H4) g’(ud<inL..+ 14u)12 
holds. Then t + u(x)(t) is independent of time; in fact u(x) = pB(u(x)) for 
each x E [w. 
The proof of this result will require several steps; for convenience, we 
first prove four preparatory lemmata which we list by chronological order 
of appearance in the proof of Theorem 2.1 below. Define G(w) = j; d< g(r). 
We first have the following 
LEMMA 2.1. Pick WE%?(*‘(R*, Iw) with w(x)E%(IW~, [w) for each XE[W. 
Assume moreover that the following two conditions hold. 
(Cl) lim,x,, PB(W3X) + wz,w = 0. 
((3) lim., z suP,E Iw Iw(x)(t)1 = 0. 
Then 
s Oc 4 Mw:W + 45) - Ww(<))),) x 
= dWw(x)) - w:(x) - w:(x)) (2.2) 
for each x E [w, where the integral exists as an improper Riemann integral. 
Proof. Pick a E (x, co); from (2.1), dominated convergence, and the 
Fubini theorem, we infer that 
5 + PB((w:(~) + 45) - WW(~)))<)E L’((x, ~1, R) with 
= PBW(~(~)) - w:(x) - w;(x)) 
+ PB(w:(~) + w’,(a)) - ZdG(w(a))). (2.3) 
Relation (2.3) and conditions (Cl), (C2) then imply (2.2). 1 
The next result is an elementary version of Wirtinger’s inequality for 
almost-periodic functions (compare with the result of Appendix A). 
5os/77/1-9 
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LEMMA 2.2. Let w : [w + %?( Iw,, [w) be continuous with w(x) E Y(‘)( [w,, Iw) 
and spectrum {A,}~=, . Set A = inf,, N+ 1 A, 12. Then, the inequality 
PB((w,(x))2) 2 bdw’(x)) (2.4) 
holds for each x E Iw. 
Proof It follows from Parseval’s relation applied to the Fourier series 
of w(x) and w,(x). i 
Remark. Clearly, the information provided by Lemma 2.2 is nontrivial 
only if n > 0. A necessary condition for this to occur is that 0 $ spec(w(x)), 
which means that &W(X)) = 0. For instance, if pB( w(x)) = 0 for each x E R 
and if w(x)(t + T) = w(x)(t) for each x, t E R and T> 0, then /1= (2x/T)*. 
Our next result is the following 
LEMMA 2.3. Let w,, w2: iw+%(Iw,, Iw) be such that w,(x)aOfor each 
XE[W and 
PlAW2(X)) = 4PdWl(X))) (2.5) 
as x -+ CQ. Let x + J(x) be any function defined for each XE [w and let 
4 E L”(l@, Iw) with rj(x, t) = b(x)(t). If the estimate 
PB(W~(X) + 4(x) w2(x)) G cJ(x) (2.6) 
holds for some c E [w and for each x E [w, then the estimate 
/dw,(x)) G t(II 4 II co) J(x) (2.7) 
holds for some c!( II$ II ,) E Iw and x sufficiently large, where II 4 II m = 
SUP(X,,), iw2 I$(% t)l. 
Proof From hypothesis (2.5) we obtain 
I IlLA4(x) wz(x))l G II 4 II m I PdW*(X))l G 8 II 4 II m PB(WI(X)) (2.8) 
for each E > 0 and x sufficiently large; we therefore get 
(1 --E II 4 II ,I PB(WI(X)) G PB(W,(X) + 4(x) WAX)) G cJ(x) 
from (2.6) and (2.8). If q3 =O, the statement of the lemma is evident; if 
q5 #O, the conclusion then follows upon choosing EE (0, II qb/I ;‘) and 
4II4ll,)=(l-E Il~lloc,)-l c. I 
Our last preparatory result is the following estimate. 
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LEMMA 2.4. Let w: R--+%?(R,,R) with~+p~(~w(x)~)~L~((x,,,oo),Ro+) 
for some x0 E W,+ . Let mE%?((x,, co), R$)n L”((x,, oo), Iwz) satisfy the 
inequality 
m(x) < c i m 4 dl w(t)l) 45) (2.9) Y 
for some c>O and all x3x,. Then m(x)=0 for each x2x,. 
Proof: This is Gronwall’s inequality [30]. [ 
We now can prove our first nonexistence result. 
Proof of Theorem 2.1. We may assume u0 = 0 for otherwise we can 
replace u by ii = u - u0 which solves the wave equation ii,, = ii,, - g,,(E), 
where g,,(u) =g(u + uO). Set w(x, t) = u(x, t) - pB(u(x)); we must show that 
(x, t) + w(x, t) is identically zero on R2. The differential equation for w 
reads 
wtt(4 t) = w,.x(x, t)-g(w(x, t) + PEi(U(X))) + PB(U,(X)) (2.10) 
which can also be written as 
w,,(-T t) = w.&, t) -dw(x, t)) -dPdUb))) + PB(U,,(X)) 
- 4x7 t) ~du(x)) h(w(x, t); PB(u(x))) (2.11) 
for some h E V(R’, R). This follows immediately from the fact that 
g E %?(*)( R, R) with g(0) = 0 implies the identity g(x + y) = g(x) +g(y) + 
xy f: j: da dz g”(ax + ry) for all x, y E R. Upon multiplying Eq. (2.11) by 
w,(x, t) and averaging, we get 
dwx(x) w,,(x)) = PidW.AX) Y&)) - PdWx(X) dw(x))) 
-PB(w,(x) W(X)PB(U(X)) h(wb); PB(u(x)))) (2.12) 
since pB(w(x)) = 0 for each XE R. Integrating the left-hand side of 
Eq. (2.12) by parts with respect o time using relation (2.1), we may rewrite 
Eq. (2.12) as 
d(wf(x) + 4(x) - Wwb))),) 
=%3(4x)) /dw(x) w,(x) h(w(x); ,du(x)))). (2.13) 
We now observe that Hypothesis (H2) implies conclusion (Cl) of 
Lemma 2.1 since 
PFJ(w:(x) +w3x)) = .44(x) + 4(x)) - Pti(U,) d PB(u:(x) + d(x)). 
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Similarly, Hypothesis (H3) with u0 = 0 implies conclusion (C2) of 
Lemma 2.1. From Eq. (2.13) and Lemma 2.1, we therefore infer that 
PB(W~(X) +w%d - 2G(w(x))) 
= - 2 y 4 Pl3(40) PB(W(5) wr(<) h(w(5); PB(4tl)))) x 
for each XE R. Expanding the potential as 2G(w) =g’(O) w2 + fg”(Aw) w3 
for A E (0, 1) and using Lemma 2.2, we then obtain successively 
clEl((~ -g’(O)) w’(x) + a4 - ikw4x)) w3(x)) 
<2 I cc 4 Al u(t)1 PB(I 45) w,(5) NW(~); cld4t)))I) .Y 
6c I O” 4 &I 4th) ,dw*(t) + w:(t)) x (2.14) 
for some c > 0 and each XE R. This follows from Cauchy’s inequality 
I w(l) w&4)1 G t(w*(o + $cr,, and the continuity of h. Now, letting 
wr(x) = (A -g’(O)) w2(x) + w:(x) B 0 by Hypothesis (H4) with u0 = 0 and 
w*(x) = w3(x), we have pB(w2(x)) = o(&wr(x))) for x sufficiently large 
since 
k3(l w’(x)l) d ;::I w(x)(t)l IuB(W2(X)) 
<(A -g’(O))-’ WB((~ -g’(O)) ww 
Q (A -g’(o))-’ wlA(~ -g’(O)) w’(x) + w:(x)) 
for x large enough. From relation (2.14), Lemma 2.3 with 4(x, t) = 
-fg”(lw(x, t)), and J(x) given by the right-hand side of (2.14), we thus 
infer the estimate 
,dw*(x) + w:(x)) < t jm dt dl u(C)1 P&J*(~) + w;(t)) (2.15) x 
for some E > 0 and x sufficiently large. From Hypothesis (H 1) with a0 = 0 
and Lemma 2.4, we thus obtain ~B(w2(x) + w;(x)) = 0 for x large enough, 
hence w(x) = 0 for every x 2 x0. It remains to show that w(x) = 0 for each 
XE R. To this end, define FE%?(*'(R, lR,+) by F(x) = p&w*(x)). It is then 
sufficient to show that F(x) = 0 for each x E R. Since we already know that 
F(x) = 0 for x 2 x0 from the first part of the proof, it remains to prove that 
there exists c( 11 u II Lr(R~J > 0 such that the inequality 
@“I* (x) G F(xHF”(x) + 411 u II Lylwq) F(x)) (2.16) 
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holds for each x E R, for then the desired conclusion follows from the 
logarithmic convexity arguments of [3841]. Since u, w E L”( lR2, R) and 
x+~~(u(x))EL~(R, R), we first infer from the local Lipschitz properties 
of g and G that 
-PdW(X) g(W) + Pd4X)))) 
= -PdW(X)(dW(X) +.43(4x))) -gbd4x))))) 
G 4 II u II L=(u@)) PdW2(X)) (2.17) 
for each x E R and some a( /I u I/ La(n~j) > 0. Similarly, 
~dG(w(x) + cld4x))) - G(PB(~x)))) d WI u II Lyiwq) ,Mv2W (2.18) 
Estimates (2.17) and (2.18) imply that inequality (2.16) is a consequence of 
the estimate 
(F’)‘(x) d W){ F”(X) - ahl(W(~) g(w(x) + PB(4X)))) 
+~PB(WW+P&(X)))--(P&(X))))} 
which we now prove. Upon using relation (2.10) and integrating by parts 
with respect to time in &w(x) w,,(x)), we get 
F”(X) = hl(w(x) W,,(X) + w%a 
=ab(-~:(~)+~3~)+W(X)g(w(X)+h(w))) (2.19) 
since pB(w(x)) = 0. Now, define EE %""(R, R) by 
E(x) = ~&f(x) + wz,(x) + dMx)) - Ww(x) + ~d4~)))). (2.20) 
Upon using relations (2.10) and (1.2) we can easily verify that E’(x) = 0 
for each x E R. Consequently, we get 
E(x) = E(x 2 x,1 = dik(x)) - 2Gbd4x))) (2.21) 
for each XE R, so that the combination of (2.20) and (2.21) gives 
PB(W:(X) + w’,(x) - Wwb) + PB(~x))) + W/44x)))) = 0. (2.22) 
Solving relation (2.22) with respect o pB(wf(x)) and substituting the result 
into (2.19), we obtain 
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Therefore, we get 
WI2 (x) G 4clFJ(w2(x)) PB(W~(X)) 
~Jlx){F”(X) - b3(+4x) g(w(x) + /44x)))) 
+ 4~~(G(w(x) +/-d+))) - G(/d4x))))l 
upon using the Schwarz inequality. 1 
It is also possible to prove nonexistence results for time almost-periodic 
solutions to Eq. (1.2) without any conditions relating their spectra to the 
nonlinearity g. However, this is at the expense of having to impose two- 
sided decay conditions at infinity and more restrictive conditions on the 
shape of the nonlinearities, though these may be chosen less regular than 
in Theorem 2.1. Our next result is a typical result of this kind. Its formula- 
tion requires the following asymptotic condition of the nonlinearity around 
the equilibrium solutions uO. 
DEFINITION 2.1. Let u,, E R, g E %( R, R), and write G,(u) = 1; dl g(t); 
G, is said to be convex in (U - u0)2 if there exists HE@“(R,+, R) such 
that G,,(u) = H(y) with y = (U - Q)~ and H is convex in y. 
We then have the following 
THEOREM 2.2. Let UE@~‘(~~, R) with t -+ u(x)(t) E%?(R,, W) for each 
x E R. Assume that u satisfies Eq. (1.2) on R2 with g E %?( R, R) and g(u,,) = 0 
for some u0 E R. Moreover, assume that the following decay hypotheses hold: 
If G,, is convex in (u - u,)‘, then u(x) = u0 for each x E R. 
In order to prove Theorem 2.2, we first switch to an appropriate weak 
form of Eq. (1.2) which involves the measure lB. This, in turn, requires a 
suitable space of test functions which we now define. 
DEFINITION 2.2. A function v E @l)( R2, R) is said to be an admissible 
test function if the following two conditions hold: 
(Tl) The three functions t + v(x)(t), t + v,(x)(t), and t + v,(x)(t) all 
belong to V(R,, R) for each XE R. 
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(T2) x-dI~(x)I)~L’O% f4T) and lim,,,~,~,(Iu(x)l)=O. 
In this case, we write u E T( Iw’, [w). 
While the space T([w’, [w) is not trivial, the weak form of Eq. 1.2 that we 
need is proved in the following. 
LEMMA 2.5. Let UE %Ft2’(R2, 08) with t + u(x)(t) EV(R,, R) for each 
XE R. Assume that u satisfies Eq. (1.2) on R2 with gEV(R, W). Zf 
UE T(R’, R) and l~x-+pB(u,(x) u,(x))E L’(R, R), then 
x + Pd%b) u,(x) - u,(x) u,(x) -g(u)(x) u(x)) ~L’(K R) 
and we have 
5 dx rddx) u,(x) - u,(x) u,(x) -g(u)(x) u(x)) = 0. (2.23) R 
Proof Upon multiplying Eq. (1.2) by u, averaging, and integrating by 
parts with respect to time in pB(u,(x) u,(x)), we obtain ,nB(u,(x) u,(x) + 
u,,(x) u(x) -g(u)(x) u(x)) = 0 for each x E [w. Furthermore, u E Vc2)( R2, R) 
implies U,,E L”3(R2, R), so that x -+&u,,(x) u(x)) E L’(R, IR) from the 
integrability condition in (T2) since 1 &u,,(x) u(x))1 d 11 a,, I/ Lm(aa~, iwI 
ps( /0(x)1). Consequently, it remains to show that 
j dx /+(4x) u,(x)) = -JR dx /dun(x) dx)). (2.24) 
R 
Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 2.1 to estimate the corresponding trun- 
cated integrals, we see that relation (2.24) follows from condition (T2), 
through dominated convergence, the Fubini theorem, and an integration 
by parts with respect o x. 1 
We now can prove our second nonexistence result. 
Proof of Theorem 2.2. Define u = u-u,; then u E T(R*, [w) and x -+ 
P~(u,(x) u,(x)) E L’(R, Iw) from the conditions of Hypothesis (Al) (in fact, 
only the integrability condition of (Al) and lim,,, ‘~ &Iu(x)- u,l)=O 
are used in this argument) and (fi3). Relation (2.23) thus implies that 
jR dx du:(x) - dtx)) = jR dx /dg(u)(x)(u(x) - 4). (2.25) 
Next, we prove that the relation 
jR dx CLB(U~(X) + d(x)) = 2 jR dx dGu,,(U)(x)) (2.26) 
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holds. To this end, we now choose o = XU,; then UE T(Iw’, Iw) and 
x -+ P~(u,(x) u,(x)) E L’(Iw, W) from the conditions of Hypothesis (fi3), so 
that relation (2.23) gives 
j 
R 
dx AMY:), - 44(x)), - 2x(~,(w)~) = 2 I, dx h(4xb (2.27) 
Arguing as in the proof of Lemma 2.5 to estimate truncated integrals, we 
now invoke Hypothesis (A2) to conclude that 
j-R dx xcLd(dx))~- (u:(x)),) =lR dx /&d(x) -d(x)). (2.28) 
Finally, from the definition of G,, and the second condition of 
Hypothesis(Al), we infer that lim,,,,, 1x1 ,~JJG,,&u)(x)l)=0; this 
implies the relation 
1 dx /d-M~)(x) u,( ) = -.c, dx /-dG&)(x)) (2.29) Fa 
from an argument similar to the ones above. The combination of (2.27), 
(2.28), and (2.29) then proves relation (2.26). We can now conclude the 
proof by subtracting relation (2.25) from (2.26); indeed, we get 
since G,,(U) - $g( u)( u - uO) = H( y ) - yH’( y ) < 0 from Definition 2.1. There- 
fore u,(x) = 0 for each x E Iw. This implies u(x) = u0 for each x E Iw, because 
of the second condition of Hypothesis (Al). 1 
Remarks. (1) Because of relation (2.26), the same conclusion holds if 
G,,(u) < 0 for each U. Similarly, if G,,(u) + fg(u)(u - u,,) < 0 for each u, we 
may add relations (2.25) and (2.26) to conclude that u(x) is independent of 
time for each x E Iw. 
(2) Let TEIW+; in the purely periodic case, the statement of 
Theorem 2.2 means that for all nonlinearities such that G, is convex in 
(u - hx or satisfies the conditions of Remark (l), Eq. (1.2) does not 
possess any classical solutions of period T satisfying Hypotheses 
(Al)-(A3). Th’ IS is in sharp contrast with most of the known results 
concerning Eq. (1.2) with Dirichlet boundary conditions in the spatial 
variable, when x runs over a bounded interval of Iw C42-441. 
We now illustrate the above results with several examples. The first 
equation that we consider is the Sinh-Gordon equation, which emerges as 
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a completely integrable dynamical system from the results of [45]. For the 
sake of simplicity, we write G,, = G whenever u0 = 0. 
EXAMPLE 2.1. Consider the equation 
u,,(x, f) = 4.~ t) - sinh(u(x, t)) (2.30) 
for (x, t) E [w2. Here, the only constant equilibrium solution is u0 = 0 and 
hence G(u) = cash(u) - 1; we note that G is convex in u2 since H(y) = 
cosh(&) - 1 is convex in y, so that Eq. (2.30) possesses no classical time 
almost-periodic solutions satisfying Hypotheses (I?1 )-(fi3), with the excep- 
tion of u = 0. The same conclusion holds if Eq. (2.30) is replaced by 
u,,(x, t)=u,,Jx, t)+sinh(u(x, t)). (2.31) 
In this case, G(u) = 1 -cash(u) < 0 for each U, so that the conclusion 
follows from Remark (1). 
EXAMPLE 2.2. Consider the equation 
(2.32) 
r=l 
for (x, t) E IF!‘, some NE N +, {c,} ;“= , c [w, and u0 = 0. If the c,‘s all have the 
same sign, then the same conclusion as in Example 2.1 holds; indeed, we 
have G(u) = C,“= i tJu2’ with either 2’20 or tJ 60 for each j. In the first 
case, G is convex in u2; in the second case, G(U) 6 0 for each U. 
If the coefficients { cJ I,“= 1 in Eq. (2.32) do not all have the same sign, we 
have to invoke Theorem 2.1 instead of Theorem 2.2 to conclude the 
argument. For instance, we have the following 
EXAMPLE 2.3. Consider Eq. (2.32) with c, < 0, cJ arbitrary for 
jE (2, . ..) N} and u0 = 0. Then, Eq. (1.2) possesses no classical time almost- 
periodic solutions satisfying Hypotheses (H 1 )-( H3) of Theorem 2.1, with 
the possible exception of those solutions with U(X) =~~(u(x)) for each 
x E iw. This is because g’(0) = c1 < 0, which implies that the spectral condi- 
tion (H4) always holds. 
Remark. If c, > 0, our methods do not allow for a more general state- 
ment than that of Example 2.2, unless some more information is available 
about g and/or about the relationship between g and the spectrum of U. 
However, it has been conjectured that a nonexistence result similar to that 
of Example 2.2 should be expected for all polynomial nonlinearities of the 
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form g(u) = xi”= , c, u4 - i in the purely periodic case [ 14, 151. A typical 
case with ci > 0 for which the above conclusion still holds is the following 
EXAMPLE 2.4. Consider the equation 
u,,(x, t) = z&,(x, t) - 224(x, t) + 3uyx, t) - 243(x, t) (2.33) 
for (x, t) E R2 and choose u0 = 1. In this case, we have G,(U) = (U - 1 )4/4 - 
(U - 1 )2/2 which is convex in (U - 1)2 since H(y) = y2/4 -y/2 is convex in 
y. Hence, the same conclusion as in Example 2.2 holds. 
Similar conclusions are still valid for the following two cases. 
EXAMPLE 2.5. Consider the equation 
u,,(x, t) = 4x(& t) f f I44 t)lq1-2 4% t) (2.34) 
J=l 
for (x, t)~ lR2, some NE IV+, q,>2 for each j, and u,=O. Then 
G(u)= TC,N_1 q,-’ 1~141, which is either nonpositive (-) or convex in 
u2 ( + ). 
EXAMPLE 2.6. Consider the equation 
4,(x, t) = u,,(x, t) + 24x, 1) expCu2(x, ?)I (2.35) 
for (x, t) E R2, with u0 = 0. Here, we have G(u) = f (exp [u’] - 1). 
Remarks. (1) In the purely periodic case, our theorems are general non- 
existence results for solutions representing soliton bound states [ 10-133, 
as well as nonexistence results for the “wobbling kink” solutions to semi- 
linear wave equations introduced in [46]. This is because &u(x))= 
T-’ 1: dt u(x)(t) where T is the given period. 
(2) Consider the Sine-Gordon equation 
ulr(x, t) = u,,(x, t) - 2 sin(u(x, t)). (2.36) 
It is well known that Eq. (2.36) possesses the time 2a-periodic breather 
solution 
us&x, t) = 4 arctang 
1. I 
s 
which converges exponentially rapidly to a0 = 0 as 1 x 1 + co [ lO-131. 
While solution (2.37) obviously satisfies conditions (Hl )-(H3) of 
Theorem 2.1, the spectral condition (H4) does not hold. Indeed, in the 
purely periodic case, condition (H4) reads g’(0) < (2n/T)’ whereas g’(0) = 2 
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and T=2n from (2.36) and (2.37). This remark suggests that if 
g’(0) > (27c/T)‘, one might be able to construct spatially decaying solutions 
to Eq. (1.2) for some g’s. This is precisely what we accomplish in the next 
section for the general almost-periodic case. While Hypothesis (H4) of 
Theorem 2.1 implies that g’(uO) -C ,4: for each k, we show that the situation 
is entirely different if g’(u,) > A: for some k’s and if we restrict Eq. (1.2) to 
one of the half-spaces rWz x R. In this case, we prove that for a large class 
of nonlinearities and initial conditions, Eq. (1.2) possesses classical time 
almost-periodic solutions of small amplitude which decay exponentially 
rapidly toward the equilibrium solution uO. 
3. EXISTENCE RESULTS FOR EQUATION (1.2) ON Wz x R 
The methods of this section rely upon the theory of semigroups of class 
%,, [4749]. In order to rewrite Eq. (1.2) as a dynamical system for which 
x E W$ plays the role of time, we first introduce a scale of Banach spaces 
of almost-periodic functions. 
DEFINITION 3.1. Pick s E lR,+ ; we define B”(R,, C) as the set consisting 
of all complex-valued u E V( R,, C) satisfying 
ll~lls= f Iu,l(l+ I~klS)<cQ 
k=l 
(3.1) 
where #k=pB(uxk), &(t)=exp[-i/ikt] for each tG[W and {Ak}pC1= 
spec( u). 
With respect o the norm (3.1), B”(R,, C) becomes a Banach space with 
respect to the usual operations of addition and scalar multiplication of 
functions. We also note the following elementary facts: 
(1) If P(R,, C) denotes the set of all complex trigonometric poly- 
nomials, then B”(R,, C) may be considered as the closure of [Fp(R,, C) with 
respect to the norm (3.1). 
(2) If s >s’aO, then there exists the continuous embedding 
BS(R,, C) + B”‘(lR,, C). Moreover, if %‘(“‘(lR,, C) denotes, for SE N, the 
Banach space of all s-time continuously differentiable functions on R, with 
respect to the norm ]I u I] m s = Co < oL < s 
embedding B”(R,, C) + G$)((wB,?@): 
I] u(“) II ~, there exists the continuous 
In particular, B’(R,, C) consists of all those Bohr-almost-periodic 
functions UE %(R,, C) with absolutely and uniformly convergent Fourier 
series; accordingly, it becomes a complex commutative Banach algebra 
with respect to pointwise multiplication of functions and the norm II u Ilo = 
2x,“=, lukl <co. We finally note that the spaces {B”(R,, @}Sao are 
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algebraically isomorphic and topologically equivalent to the Sobolev 
spaces (Jfs~‘(b, @)}sao introduced in [35]. We now rewrite Eq. (1.2) as 
the dynamical system 
u,(x) = 4x) 
u,(x) = u,,(x) + g(G)) 
(3.2) 
on the infinite-dimensional phase space B(C) = B’( R,, C) @ BO(R,, C) 3 
(u, u). In order to construct a one-parameter family of stable and unstable 
manifolds for (3.2) in B(C), we first investigate the linearized equations and 
describe some related spectral properties. In the next proposition, we still 
allow for all XE R. 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let g: IF! -+ R in (1.2) be differentiable at u. and define 
the linear operator L, by L,(u, u) = (II, u,, + g’(u,) u) on the dense domain 
D(L,)=B2(R,, @)xE’(iR,, a=) in B(C). Then, L,, is the infinitesimal 
generator of a group {Wuo(x)LR of class %Yo n B(@). In particular, if 
(u, U)E B*(R,, R) x B’(lR,, R) and tf (u(x), u(x)) = W,,(x)(u, u), then the 
time almost-periodic function (x, t) -+ u(x)(t) E @2’(R2, W) is the unique 
solution to the Cauchy problem 
4,(x, t) = 4% t) -g’(uo) 44 t), (x, t) E R2 
40, t) = 4th UEB2(RB, R) (3.3) 
u,(O, t) = u,(t), Ux=UEz.?‘(RB, W). 
Finally, the spectrum of L,, is the pure point spectrum 
a(L,,)=a,(L,,)= (MkJ~)EilR}. (3.4) 
The proof of Proposition 3.1 will require several steps; we begin with the 
following 
LEMMA 3.1. Let z be the linear operator defined by z(u, u) = (u, u,,) on 
D(E) = B2(R,, @)x B1(lRB, @) in B(@). Then, 2: is a densely defined closed 
operator with the pure point spectrum 
o(L) = a,(E) = ilw. 
Proof The fact that ,? is closed follows immediately from the basic 
properties of the space (BS(RB, @)}s,o listed above. As for the spectral 
properties, we lirst note that 2 = i/l with n E R is an eigenvalue with eigen- 
vector (1, in) exp[i/it]; hence ilw GO,(E). It remains to show that 
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C --ilKI cp(t), the resolvant set of z. Pick (ii, 6)~ P(Iw,, C) x P([wB, C); 
without restricting the generality, we may assume that spec(ii) = spec(G), 
that is 11(t) = C,“, ii, exp[ill,t], u”(t) = C,” i ijk exp[i/i,t]. For i E C - i[w, 
define the two families of numbers {&}kM, i { rk}kM, i by 
uk= - (A’+&-’ (h&+0’,) 
vk=iik+LUk. (3.5) 
Then, the pair (u(t), v(t)) = Cy=, (U k, uk) exp[i/i,t J is the unique solution 
to 
(L - A)(u, 0) = (ii, 6). (3.6) 
From this, we conclude that (E - 2))’ exists along with the inclusions 
P(lR,, C) x P(Iw,, C) E Ran(t-1) G B(C) (3.7) 
for the range of l-- 2. We infer from (3.7) that Ran(L - II) is dense in 
B(C). Moreover, 1 E C - ill4 also implies the existence of c(L) > 0 such that 
](A’+ /1*)-l (1 + In I)1 <c(A) uniformly in A E Iw; this, together with (3.6) 
implies that (2-L))’ is bounded on P([w,, C) x IFp([w,, C). Since 1 is 
closed, we conclude that Ran(,!-A)= B(C). 1 
In the next lemma, we construct a group { W(X)},~~ aB of class %$, on B(C) 
which corresponds to the d’Alembert solution to the Cauchy problem (3.3) 
when g’( uO) = 0. 
LEMMA 3.2. For (u, U)E P(R,, C) x P(RB, C) and (x, t)~ R2, define 
w(x)(u,t;)(t)=(f(U(t+X)+U(f-x)) 
+ Ij-1 dtu(t), f(u’(t+x)-z&-xX)) 
+$(u(t+X)+V(t-XX)) . ) (3.8) 
Then, 1 Wx))xcR extends to a group of class %$, on B(C). 
ProoJ Write (~(t),n(t))=CkM_i( uk? uk)exp[i/ik f] and (u(x)(t), u(X)(f)) = 
Vx)(u, u)(t). It follows from (3.8) that (u(x)(t), u(x)(t)) = 
c,” 1 (“k(x)p uk(x)) expCiAktl? where 
uktx) = 
uk cos(A,x) + A;‘v, sin(n,x) if A,#0 
ukx + uk if A,=0 > 
(3.9) 
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Vk(X) = 
-ukAk sin(n,x) + vk cos(n,x) 
vk 
(3.10) 
It follows from (3.9) and (3.10) that the estimate 
II Wb)(u, v)ll ,OG c(x)ll(u, V)lll,O (3.11) 
holds for some c(x) > 0, each x E R, and each pair (u, u) E l!J( IX,, C) x 
P(R,, C), where jl(u, u)ll ,,o = I( u II I + )I v Ilo denotes the norm in E(C). 
Moreover, W(x)(P(R,, C) x P(R,, C))E P(R,, C) x P(lR,, C) for each 
x E R, and the %&property s-lim.,, W(x)(u, u) = (u, v) holds for each 
(u, v) E P(R,, C) x P(lR,, C). Finally, the algebraic relations W(0) = iden- 
tity on P(lR,, C) x P(R,, C) and W(x+y) = W(x) W(y) follow from (3.8). 
By density, all of these properties easily extend to the whole of B(C). For 
the Ce,-continuity, this is because the operator norm satisfies 
111 W(x) 111 m <c exp[P ) xl] for each XE R, some /IE [0, co), and some 
c E [ 1, co) uniform in x, as a consequence of (3.9), (3.10), and a uniform 
boundedness argument. 1 
We now can give the following 
Proof of Proposition 3.1. We first show that the infinitesimal generator 
L of vwl.dx! is equal to the operator z of Lemma 3.1. Pick (u, u) E 
B’(R,,@) x B’(R,,@) and define (u,,,(t),v,,,(t))=Cfcl (u,,u,)exp[iA,t] so 
that (uN, uN) + (u, v) strongly in B2(R,, C)@B’(R,, C) as N+ co. From 
(3.9) and (3.10), we infer that L(u,, uN) =s-lim,,,x-‘{ W(x)(u,, v,,,- 
(u iv> vd> = (UN, (uiv),,) f or each N. Since L is closed as the infinitesimal 
generator of {W(x))},,,, it follows that (u, v)ED(L) and L(u, u) = 
lim N+ =(v,,,, (u,),,) = (u, u,,) = &u, v), hence t G L. As for the converse 
inclusion D(L)E B*(R,, C) x B’(Rn, C), assume that it does not hold; 
then, there exists (u, u)ED(L) such that (u, v)$D(z). Set (ii, i?)= 
(L - n)(u, u), where 1 E (C - iR) A p(L); from Lemma 3.1 and the first part 
of the proof, there exists a unique (~2, C)ED(E) such that (z - A)(&, I?) = 
(L - A)(& 5) = (ii, 6); hence (u, v) = (ti, fi), a contradiction. Therefore, z is 
the infinitesimal generator of { W(X)},,~. Now, let L, be the operator of 
Proposition 3.1; we may write L,&u, v) = Z(u, 0) + (0, g’(u,) u) for all 
(u, u) E D(E). Since (u, u) + (0, g’(uo) u) is a bounded linear operator on 
B(C), the first statement of the proposition then follows from the bounded 
perturbation theorem for infinitesimal generators of gO-semigroups [49]. 
The proof of the remaining statements concerning the solvability of (3.3) is 
standard. The regularity of u is a consequence of the ‘ig,-continuity of 
{ WX)lx,R and of the embedding properties of B”(R,, C) in @“‘(R,, C) 
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for s = 0, 1,2. Finally, the proof of (3.4) follows verbatim from the method 
of Lemma 3.1. 1 
Remarks. (1) It follows from the above considerations that if 
(u, u) E B(C), then the Fourier components of (u(x), u(x)) = WU,,(x)(u, u) 
are given by 
~~cosh((g’(~,+~~)“~x)+u~(g’(u,,)-A:)-”’ 
Uk(X) = x sinh((g’(uO) --n:)“’ x) if /i:#g’(u,) (3.12) 
vkx + uk if A: =g’(uJ 
i 
and uk(x) = u;(x). From this, we conclude that the linearized Cauchy 
problem (3.3) may possess nontrivial exponentially decaying time 
almost-periodic solutions only if A: <g’(u,) for some k’s, under the 
crucial additional restriction (x, t) E R$ x R. From (3.4), we also note 
that Fourier exponents such that /1: < g’(u,) provide a hyperbolic part 
to the spectrum a(&,), since the corresponding eigenvalues are 
f&= fJ=dt’. 
(2) It is also important to observe that the %‘(2’(R2, R)-solutions of 
Proposition 3.1 do not belong to %(*‘(R’, R) in general, in contrast to the 
hypotheses of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2 of Section 2. This is due to the 
occurrence of secular terms such as ukx + uk in relation 3.12. All solutions 
remain, however, uniformly bounded in time because of their almost- 
periodicity. The uniform continuity and the boundedness in (x, t) will be 
restored in Theorem 3.1, after a suitable restriction of the admissible initial 
conditions. 
In order to prove a stable manifold theorem for the fully nonlinear equa- 
tions (3.2), we must first prove a stable manifold theorem for the lineariza- 
tion of (3.2) around the equilibrium solution uO. Accordingly, we now 
define the stable and unstable linear manifolds corresponding to a certain 
family of subsets of the hyperbolic part of a(~!.,,). Specifically, because of 
the occurrence of a small divisor problem which arises since the /l,‘s may 
be arbitrarily close to g’(uO) (compare with the proof of Proposition 3.2 
below), we first introduce a cut-off parameter which we then use to index 
a one-parameter family of stable and unstable manifolds associated with 
(3.2). Thus, assume g’(uJ > 0 and pick v E [0, Jm); for (u, u) E B(@), 
define the operators P; by 
p&(up v)(t)= 1 {i(ukf&luk), t(ukT&uk)} exp[i/ikt]. (3.13) 
A: E co, uq 
We note that for each k, the maps (u,, uk) exp[i/l,t] -+ (~(u~T,~~‘u~), 
i(uk T Ak uk )) exp [ in k t ] are projection operators onto the eigenspaces 
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E( f A,) corresponding to the eigenvalues T & = T dm E [w r ; the 
fact that P; are projection operators on B(C) will be a consequence of 
Proposition 3.2 below. These remarks and result (3.4) of Proposition (3.1) 
then motivate the following 
DEFINITION 3.2. Let g’(u,) > 0 and v E [0, Jm). The stable linear 
manifold relative to v associated with (3.3) is given by 
M’, = Ran PC (3.14) 
while the unstable linear manifold relative to v is 
M’=RanP’. (3.15) 
Since relations (3.12) and (3.13) imply that { W,,(X)}~,, and P; commute 
on B(C), we conclude that { WUO(x)},, Iw leaves the manifolds M’, globally 
invariant. In the next proposition, we prove four crucial exponential decay 
and growth estimates for { W,,,(X)}~~ u restricted to those manifolds. We 
write (II.111 m for the usual operator norm and I for the identity operator on 
B(c). 
PROPOSITION 3.2. Let g : R + [w be differentiable at u0 with g’(zq,) > 0, 
v E [0, ,/m). Define r = (g’(u,,) - v*)l’*. Then, there exist positive 
constants c f (g’( u,); v) > 0 and S j, (g’( u,); v) > 0 such that the estimates 
III W,,(x)P”, lI/~~cc.(g’(u,);v)expC-r 1x11 
Ill W,(x)(~-- PvT )I11 md 2T (g’(h); v) exp[r 1x1] 
(3.16) 
(3.17) 
hold for each x E lR$ . 
ProoJ: We first prove (3.16); from relations (3.12) and (3.13), we infer 
that 
W”,(X) Kt(% v)(t) 
(3.18) 
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for each (u, u) E B(C) and each XE I@. But A, E [r, ,/ml and 
1~ ‘( 1 + 1 Ak ) ) < rP ‘( 1 + v) uniformly in k, which controls the (possibly 
small) divisor A,; from (3.18), we therefore infer that 
II W,“(X) &(4 U)lll,O 
d 1 I~kf~kl~kl(l+I~kI)expCT~,xl 
/I; 6 [O,lJ] 
+ C Iu~T&u~I expCT&xl 
/I; t [O, v2] 
GexpCfrxl 1 {Ihl(l+ Ihl)(l +&I 
/lie [O, VZ] 
+ IUkl(l +&‘)(l+ InkI)) 
G c + (g’(uo); v) expC f =I II 4 u)ll 1, o 
for some c* (g’(uo); v) > 0 and each x E R$ , which proves inequalities 
(3.16). The proof of (3.17) is more delicate; define the operator 
P’= I- (P", + P'l); then, from (3.13), we obtain 
P”(u, u)(t) = 1 (u,, uk) expC& tl (3.19) 
A: E (“2, 00) 
for all (u, U)E B(C). Since Z-P; = P"+ P> , it is therefore sufficient to 
show that there exists c(g’(uo); v) > 0 such that 
II K&) P”(4 o)ll l,. d 4g’(uo); 4 expb I xl 1 lib4 dll l,. (3.20) 
for all (u, u) E B(C). Indeed, relation (3.20) combined with the above 
relation among P' and P; and (3.16) then proves (3.17). We have 
w,,(x) P”(~, u)(t) = 1 (dx), u&)) ewC&tl, (3.21) 
4E(Y2, cc) 
where uL(x) is given by (3.12) and uk(x) = u;(x). In order to derive (3.20) 
from (3.21), pick WE (0, r/2]; we then partition the interval of all 
admissible Fourier exponents as (v*, co ) = { g’( u,) } u ((J 2 = , S,), where 
A’~(v~,g’(24~)--co*) for AES,, A’~[g’(u~)--d,g’(uo)) for AES~, 
A’~(g’(u,),g’(u~)+~~] for AES~, and A*~(g’(u~)+o*, 00) for /1cS4. 
It then follows from (3.21) and (3.12) that 
505/771’1-10 
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dIukx+ukl(l+ lA,l)+ IUkl 
+jJ, (~I~~lI~~~~~~~~~I+I~~II~kl~~~~~~~~~l~~~+I~,I~ 
+ I uk I I;, kh&x)l + I ok I I cosh(&x)l >, (3.22) 
where the first term in (3.22) corresponds to ,4: =g’(uo). The problem 
of proving (3.20) is therefore reduced to estimating cosh(l,x), 
1;’ sinh(l,x) and & sinh(L,x) on each S,; observing that Icosh(l,x)l < 
exp[r 1x11, IJ;‘sinh(L,x)l < w-l exp[r 1x11 and I&sinh(l,x)l < 
Jg’oexpCr 1x11 for &.ES,, we then easily infer the existence of a 
positive constant a(g’(uo), v) such that 
~a(g’(uo),v)exP[rIxII 1 {b,ltl + i&l)+ bkl} (3.23) 
/lies, 
for each x E R$ . The remaining terms in (3.22) are handled in a similar 
way. As for the very first term of (3.22), we have 
Iokx+ukl(l + inki)+ lUkl 
~lUkl(l+l/ikl)+lukl+r-‘IukI(l+~~)rlXI 
<bk’(uOh v)exp[r Ixll(l”kl(l + inki)+ I”ki) (3.24) 
for some b(g’(u,), v) > 0. The combination of (3.22), (3.23), and (3.24) with 
the above remarks proves the desired inequality (3.20). 1 
Using the same bounds to estimate ;1, as those used for the proof of 
inequality (3.16), it is easily seen that M> ED(L,) =B*(R,, C) x 
B’(R,, C). We may therefore combine (3.16) with the result of Proposi- 
tion 3.1 to get the following stable and unstable manifold theorem for the 
linearization of (3.2) around uo. 
THEOREM 3.1. Let g : R + R and u. E FS be such that g(uO) = 0. Assume 
moreouer that g is differentiable at u. with g’(uo) > 0 and let v E [0, dm), 
r=(g’(uo)-v*)“*. Pick (9, P)EM; n(B*(R,, W)xB’(R,,R)) and let 
(C”(x), P(x)) = W,(x)(li’, G’) for x l 02:. Then, the time almost-periodic 
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function (x, t) + u”(x)(t) = z?(x)(t) + u. E SfTc2)( (IR * x R, R) is the unique 
solution to the linearized Cauchy problem 
%,(X3 t) = 4x, t) -S’(~o)(~(X, t) - uo), (x,t)E!R+XR 
u(0, t) = ii’(t) + ug (3.25) 
u,(O, t) = Y(t). 
Moreover, the exponential decay estimates 
II(U”(X) - uo, u:(x))11 1,o < c,(g’(uo), v) expC T rxlll(~‘, OII 1,o (3.26) 
hold for every x E rW:. Finally, the spectrum of ii”(x) satisfies 
spec(C(x)) E C-v, VI. (3.27) 
Remarks. (1) It follows immediately from (3.26) and the embedding 
properties of the spaces (B”( R,, C) }, a o that the exponential decay 
estimates 
SUP I 4(x, t)l + sup I u”(x, t) - uo I 
rem2 reu8 
<c,(g’(u,), v, Illi”, 8’II,,o)expCT~xl 
sup I ulc(x, t)l < c+(g’(uo), v, Il(fi’, Ul L,o) evC frxl 
IEW 
hold for each x E rW$ . 
(2) Note the YC2)( Iw* x R, R)-regularity of the solutions with initial 
data (ti”, 6”)~ M’, n (B2(R,, R) x B’(R,, IL!)); this is a consequence of the 
exponential estimates (3.16) of Proposition 3.2, through the relation (G”(x), 
z?‘(x)) = WUO(x)(iiy, 8’) = W,,,(x) P’+ (a”, 8”) and the embedding properties of - 
B”(R,, R) for s=O, 1,2. 
The main result of this section is the following stable and unstable 
manifold theorem for Eq. (1.2), which shows that the dynamical system 
(3.2) retains most of the features of its linearization (3.25) analysed in 
Theorem 3.1 but only locally. We write B(R) for the real component of 
B(C), namely B(R)=B’(R,, R)@B”(lR,, W). 
THEOREM 3.2. Let g: [w + [w be entire analytic and let u. E IJ! with 
g(uo)=O and g’(u,)>O; pick VE [0, Jg’o) and let r= (g’(uo)- v2)l12. 
Then, there exist constants k.(r)E [l, co), EO(r)E (0, co) such that k;‘(r)= 
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O(r), vO(r) = O(r) for r -+O and, for each EE (0, Eo(r)], an open spherical 
neighborhood A&+ ,- 1 E of radius (2k.)-’ E centered at the origin of B(R), 
such that the following statements hold 
(Sl) For every ny+ EJV;~~+,~I~~MV+, there exists a unique (u(n’+), 
v(q\))~& with P>(u(n’,), v(nyi))=ni and a unique x-(u(x;ni), 
+ u(x; n; )) E %?“(R,-, B(W)) satisfying 
(402 ?* h UK4 v; 1) = (U(?‘+) 
Eqs. (3.2) with the initial datum 
uo, v(ny+)) and the exponential decay estimates 
for each x E I@. In particular, the time almost-periodic function (x, t) + 
u(x;~;~~)=u(x,Y]Y+)(~)E~(*)([W$XDB,[W)~~”’([W’ xR,R) satisfies the 
Cauchy problem - 
u,,(x, t) = ~,,(X, t) -g(@, t)), (x, t)E w; x R 
40; t) = 4rl; )(t) + ql 
Kc(Q t) = v(rl\ l(t) 
(3.29) 
and we have the exponential decay estimates 
SUP I u,(x; t; r\ )I + sup 14% t; q; ) - u. 1 i E exp[ -r 1 x I 1 (3.30) 
rcR teaB 
sup lu,(x; t;v’,)l GEexp[-r 1x11 (3.31) 
reua 
for each x E R$ . 
(S2) There exist W(“-Banach mantfolds A> embedded in B(R), 
tangent to M’, at the origin, such that 
by Y? ‘-dtffeomorphisms. 
The proof of Theorem 3.2 will require several steps. We begin with the 
following result, in which we elucidate the role of the analyticity hypothesis 
for g. Without restricting the generality, we set u. = 0 everywhere and write 
L”, = Lo, W,(x) = W,(x). 
LEMMA 3.3. Let g: R’ -+ 88 be entire analytic; choose u E B’(R,, Iw) and 
define g:lR+R by gou=gou--g’(O)u. Then gou~B’(lR~,R); moreover, 
the map $:B(R)+B(lR) defined by $(u,v)=(O,gou) is %Y-FrPchet 
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differentiable on B( IF!) with Fr&het derivatives Dmd, m E N. Furthermore, for 
each WIE N+, there exist nondecreasing mappings Q’““: I&!,+ -+ W,+ such that 
the estimates 
II D”g(u, v)((u,, ~11, . . .. (urn, v,))ll1,0 Q @(“‘)(ll(~, v)ll LO) n Il(u,, v,)lll,o 
J=l 
(3.33) 
holdfor all (a, u), (u,, v,) E B( W), j= 1, . . . . m. Finally, D”8(0, 0) = $(O, 0) = 
D%(O, 0) = D$(O, 0) = (0,O). 
Proof Write iw, for the additive group of all real numbers endowed 
with the discrete topology and let d(Iw,, C) be the space of all Fourier 
transforms of L’(R,)-functions endowed with its usual topology, for which 
it becomes a commutative Banach algebra (see, for instance, Theorem 1.2.4 
of [SO], or [ 511). Since 2 is entire, it follows from a general version of the 
Wiener-Levy theorem that u E d(lwu, [w) implies 20 u E d(lR,, [w) (in fact, 
only the analyticity of 2 is used in this part of the argument, see for 
instance Theorem 6.2.4 of [SO]). In particular, the conclusion holds true 
for each u E B’(R,, [w), because of the chain of continuous embeddings 
B’(lR,, [w) -+ B’(R,, IR) + d([w,, [w). Since 20 u is Bohr-almost-periodic 
when u is, we thus necessarily have g(u(t)) =Cr=, ?k exp[i/i, t] with 
Cp= I 1 E, 1 < co. This proves the first part of the lemma. To prove the 
second part, it is sufficient o examine the case m = 1. A routine calculation 
shows that D’@u, v)(u,, u,) = (0, ($0~) u,); this follows upon using the 
Banach algebra properties of B’(lR,, [w) and the continuous embedding 
B’(R,, [w) -+ B”(RB, [w). From this, we also infer that 11 D$(u, v)(u,, ~~)ll,,~ 
G II i?oullo Il(u,, v,)ll,,o. Using similar arguments and the power series 
expansion of g’, we further conclude that there exists a nondecreasing 
mapping . @(I). rw,+ --P w,+ such that )I 2’ 0 u Ilo Q @(I)( 11 u I/ ,). Finally, 
(u, v) + D$(u, o) is continuous. The conclusion of the lemma then holds 
for m = 1 and the general case follows by induction on m. The last 
statement of the lemma is obvious. 1 
Remark. The above generalization of the Wiener-Levy Theorem has a 
converse; it essentially asserts that if there is a function 2: Iw + Iw such that 
20 u E &( [w,, W) for each u l d( [w,, W), then g is necessarily analytic (see, 
for instance, Theorem 6.6.1 of [SO]). This suggests that the analyticity 
hypothesis of Theorem 3.2 is nearly optimal within the scope of our 
method to implement a smooth 4, although it is not known whether a 
similar conclusion holds when go u E B’(R,, R) for all u E B’(lR,, R) 
(compare with Remark (2) following the proof of Theorem 3.2 and with 
Remark (3) of Section 4). If we write y(x) = (u(x), v(x)), the notation of the 
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preceding lemma allows us to rewrite the dynamical system (3.2) as the 
evolution equation 
Y’(X) = Lo(Y(X)) + %Yb))Y (3.34) 
where y : W$ + B(R). Our next step amounts to converting Eq. (3.34) into 
an equivalent integral equation; this requires the introduction of a certain 
Banach space of exponentially decaying maps which we now define. Let 
Y,’ denote the set of all continuous mappings y : II%: + B(R) such that 
sup,, u&+ II AX)lll,O exp[r ) x ( ] < co. Y,* becomes a real Banach space with 
respect to the usual operations of addition, scalar multiplication, and the 
norm 
II ~11’ = sup II y(x)ll,,,expCr 1x11. 
xelw; 
(3.35) 
The conversion of Eq. (3.34) into an appropriate integral equation will 
hold for exponentially decaying solutions of the following kind. 
DEFINITION 3.3. The mapping y: lR$ + B(R) is said to be an exponen- 
tially decaying classical solution to Eq. (3.34) if the following two condi- 
tions hold: 
(Cl) yEY:. 
(C2) y is continuously differentiable on R$ with JJ(X)E D(L,) for 
each x E rW$ . Moreover, Eq. (3.34) holds for each x E F!$. 
We then have the following 
PROPOSITION 3.3. Let r > 0 be as in Theorem 3.2 and let $ be as in 
Lemma 3.3. Let y E YF be %‘(“(lF!$, B(R)). Then, y is an exponentially 
decaying classical solution to Eq. (3.34) if, and only if, it satisfies the integral 
equation 
Y(X) = w,(x) P; ~(0) + (; 4 wo(x - 0 P; @(Y(O) 
for every x E R$ . 
The proof of Proposition 3.3 will require the following 
(3.36) 
LEMMA 3.4. Pick z~Ran(Z- P;); if (1 FV,(x)z~(,,,~cexp[ -r 1x11 for 
each x E rW,+ and some positive c unlyorm in x, then z = 0. 
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Proof Write z =x2= 1 (uk, uk) exp[i/i, t]; then W,,(x) z = x2= 1 (u,(x), 
~,Jx))exp[i/i, t] where uJx), uk(x) are given by (3.12) and we have 
max { Iuk(x)l p I uMI > G II WOW z II l,. f or each k. Using the decay hypoth- 
esis for II w,(x) z II 1,o, we therefore conclude that lim,, +m I u,Jx)I = 
lim x-*cc Ihc(x)l =o f or each k. Now, write z = C,t = 1 CL; E *m (u,, uk) 
exp[i/l, t] where 3, = [0, v’], 9, = (v’, g’(O)), S, = (g’(O)}, and 
9, = (g’(O), co). For A: ES,,,, it follows from the above conclusion and 
relation (3.12) that uk = uk = 0 since & E it!% A similar conclusion holds for 
nz E s2, since this implies &E (0, r). Finally, from the definition of P’ in 
the proof of Proposition 3.2, it follows that z=QE3, (u,, uk) 
exp[i/i, t] + P”z. Since the hypothesis ZE Ran(Z- P;) is equivalent to 
writing z = P$ z + P”z, we infer from these relations that &..s, (uk, uk) 
exp[i/l, t] = PyF z. This implies that uk = f&u, because of (3.13), hence 
uk(x) = uk exp[ f I,x] for every x E Iw $ from (3.12). Thus uk = uk = 0 from 
the first part of the proof since 1, > 0. 1 
We now can give the 
Proof of Proposition 3.3. Let y be an exponentially decaying classical 
solution to Eq. (3.34); define y&(x)= P;y(x) and j+(x) = (I- P\)y(x). 
From Eq. (3.34), we obtain 
Y;(x) = p; ~o(Y(X)) + p’+ %4x)) 
B;(x) = u-p;) ~o(Y(X)) + (1-p; 1 QMX)). 
(3.37) 
(3.38) 
We now expand ‘# around (0,O) in B(lR); using Lemma 3.3, we then infer 
the estimate 
II ~b(x)N 1.0 G j; Nl -s)ll ~2%44Mx~~ Y(X))ll I.0 
G @(2vll v(x)ll *,o)ll Yb))ll:,o 
< Qc2)( IIY II ? NII Y II r’ I2 evC T 2rxl (3.39) 
by Condition (Cl ) of Definition 3.3. Hence, x --i $#(y(x)) E I,‘@$, B(R)) 
so that by standard (semi-) group arguments, we obtain 
Y*(x)= W,(x) p : 140) + Jo’ dt wo(x - t) P; %W) (3.40) 
from relation (3.37). Since y(x) =y, (x) +$&(x), it remains to prove that 
d5 wo(x- 5)U- P’i ) %Y(O) (3.41)* 
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to conclude that (3.36) holds. To this end, define z k (x) = W,( -x) J?+(X); 
then, calculating F;(x) from j+(x) = W,(x) z+(x) and comparing the 
result with relation (3.38), we obtain 
- 
z>(x)= W,,(-x)(Z-P',)!~(y(.u)) (3.42), 
for each XE R,?. Now, let XYE rW:, i e [s, ns ), and integrate relation 
(3.42)+ over [Ix, .?I; we get 
w,(.~)=+(.~)=.~+(.~)+ ('4 w,(,~-~)(z-P~)~(~(~)). (3.43) 
"I 
Upon using relation (3.17) (with the plus sign) of Proposition 3.2 and 
relation (3.39) we therefore obtain the estimates 
<?+(g’(u,); v)II .k/lrt exp[ -rrl 
+ @‘*‘(II J’ II ,’ I( II .Y II: 1” : c +(g’(u,); v) C‘ d( exp[r(<-x)] exp[ -2rt] 
<c,(g’(u,);17 ll~ll> )exp[~~.~]+r.z(g’(;,,);~‘; llyll: )exp[-2~~1 
d c( g’(u,); v; II J’ II ,+ ) exp[ -r-u] (3.44) 
for some positive c,,: and (‘= c, + I’?. From this, we infer that 
t + W,(x-i")(Z-p;)~(l'(r))~L'([W~:, B(R)); therefore, we may write, 
for each fixed s E II%,:, the relation 
which follows from (3.43) as .? + ~1, where z + ( CX) = s-lim i ~, ,- z + (.<). 
Moreover, since the last estimate in (3.44) is uniform in .?, we conclude that 
/I W,,(.K) z +(x )I1 ,.” B c(g’(u,,), v, /I y 11,’ ) exp[ -r-u] for each x E IX,: , hence 
that z+(m)=0 by Lemma3.4 since z +( cl, ) E Ran(Z- P", ). Substituting 
this into (3.45) proves relation (3.41)+ , and hence the first part of Proposi- 
tion 3.3 since an entirely similar argument holds for XE [w, . Conversely, let 
1’ E Y,* be in V’( rW$, B(R)), assume that J’ satisfies Eq. (3.36) for each 
x E rWt, and define 
(3.46) 
rli" W,,(.K-()(Z- P;) @y(t)). (3.47) 
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We first note that the second term of (3.46) is continuously differentiable 
in x since this property holds true for { -+ P; @(y(t)); moreover, 
Pi y(0) EM”, c D(L,) by the remark immediately following the proof of 
Proposition 3.2. Upon using standard arguments [49], we infer from this 
that y,,, E%?‘(R:, B(R)) with 
Yi, k (xl = L”(Yl, k(X)) + p: @(Y(X)). 
Similarly, y,, + = y,, k -y is continuously differentiable with 
(3.48) 
Yi +(x1 = Lo(Y*,.(X)) - (I- P>) @(y(x)). 
The conclusion then follows upon subtracting relation (3.49) from relation 
(3.48). 1 
Our last preparatory result is the following 
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let g, uO, and r be as in Theorem 3.2. Assume that 
7 y E Y,? is %?(“(R,-, B(R)) and satisfies the integral equation (3.36). Then, 
the time almost-periodic function (x, t) + u(x)(t) = a(x)(t) + uO, where 
(4x), k(x)) = (fi(x), W)) =y(xh P rovides a classical V(*‘([w~ x R, W) n 
@“(lR$ x R, R)-solution to the Cauchy problem 
%(X, t) = u,,(x, 1) -g(u(x, t)), (x, t)E R$ x [w 
go; t) = C(O)(t) + 240 (3.50) 
u&O; t) = G(O)(t). 
Moreover, there exists c > 0 such that the exponential decay estimate 
IlM.4 - uo, uM)ll I,o G c ewC --r Ix II 
holds for each x E rW,i .
(3.51) 
Proof: It follows from the embedding properties of the spaces 
B”(R,, IR) and relation (3.35). m 
We now can prove the main result of this section. 
Proof of Theorem 3.2. From the result of Proposition 3.4, the proof of 
Statement (Sl) is reduced to proving the existence of a y E Y$ in Y(‘)(a8+, 
B(R)) which satisfies the integral equation (3.36). For q\ E M”, n B(R) and 
YE YF, define F’(y, q;): W: +B(R) by 
P’(YT ‘I;)(x)=e(Y? v”+)(x)+ i q(Y)(x), (3.52) 
,= I 
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where 
F;(Y, rl: )(x1 = W,(x) rl; = W,(x) p; v’+ (3.53) 
KW(x)=j-;& ~o(-W’;%+3) (3.54) 
F?(y)(x)= -y 4 wo(x - OU- f’;) %W). (3.55) 
For E~>O and II?\ II1,o both sufficiently small, we first prove that 
F’(y, q;)(x) induces a contraction F’(y, r~;): S:(E~) + OF = 
iYE y:: II VII’ < Q,). Let y, j E Y,* ; in order to obtain Lipschitz estimates 
for Ft2, we first derive Lipschitz estimates for 5 + ‘@y(t)) and then invoke 
the exponential inequalities of Proposition 3.2 to control the operator 
norms 111 W,(x - <) P; 111 o. and 111 W,(x - t)(Z- P;)lll a, in relations (3.54) 
and (3.55). Expanding $ around j(x), we first get 
%4x)) - ew) = DQ(W)W) -.3x)) 
+~~ds(1-s)D2~(~(x)+s(4.(x)-~(x))) 
x (Y(X) -B(x), Y(X) -.m)). (3.56) 
Expanding D@(p(x)) around the origin, we may also write 
DC@(x)) = jb; ds D’@(sj(x)) j(x) (3.57) 
since D@(O) = 0. We now substitute relation (3.57) into (3.56) and invoke 
relation (3.33) of Lemma 3.3 with m = 2; we then obtain the sequence of 
estimates 
II RY(x)) - ewN 1.0 
G @(2)(II ~(x)ll1,0N W)ll I,0 II Y(X) -WNl I.0 + II Y(X) -m)ll:,o 
x WI1 B(X)llI.O + II Y(X) -P(x)ll1,0) 
G @(2vll Jb)ll 1,o + II Y(X) -Pb)ll LO) 
x {II ~(x)ll1,0+ II Y(X) -.m)ll I.01 II Y(X) -.mNl1,0 (3.58) 
upon using the monotonicity property of CD(~). Since y, j E Y,? implies 
that y-j~ Y,’ and since II y(~)l(r,~< I( yl(,? exp[-r 1x1]< II VII’ from 
relation (3.35), we conclude from relation (3.58) that 
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II @&Y(x)) - %w)ll I,0 
~~“‘~II~II’+IIy-~II’~~lI~Il~+IIy-~II’~ 
x II y-yll? ewC-r 1x11 (3.59) 
for each x E R$ . By an argument similar to that leading to relation (3.44) 
from relation (3.43), we now use the exponential inequalities (3.16) and 
(3.17) to infer that 
II~~~y~~~~-~~~~~~~~lll,o 
w’~*@‘*‘(II jll’ + II y-jll’) 
x(ll yll? + II y-JIIF)ll y-Fll? fw[l-rlxll (3.60) 
for j = 1, 2, where & + = max(c, ; S,) > 1 (compare with relations (3.16) 
and (3.17) taken with x = 0). From relation (3.60) with j = 0, we obtain 
so that F,* : Y’ + Y,* (the continuity of relations (3.54) and (3.55) in x 
easily follows from arguments imilar to those of Appendix B). The corres- 
ponding assertion for j= 0 is obvious since Fz(y, q;) given by (3.53) is 
independent of y. Moreover 
Gr-‘~.@‘*‘(II jll? + II y-BIIF) 
xwII’+llY-.wNY-w. (3.62) 
Now, choose R. E (0, co) and y, JE SF (R,/3); from relation (3.62) and the 
monotonicity of 4)(*), we obtain 
IIF,‘(Y)--F:(~II’ d~-‘ff,~‘*‘(~o)(II~II~ + IIY-~ll’~ll~-~Il’. 
(3.63) 
Define k, = max(k+ , r -‘k+ @‘*‘(R,)), pick EWE (0, min(R,/3, (6k,)-‘)), 
and choose qi EMU nB(R) with 11~; I11,0<(2k+)-1~o. From relations 
(3.52) and (3.61) with y E SF (so), we obtain 
IIF’(y, rl;)II’G llF$(y, rl>)II’ + i IlF’(~)ll 
J=l 
dk, Ilv; IIl,o+2krt(ll ~11’)~ 
<Eo($+2k+&o)<eo. - (3.64) 
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Hence, F’( ., q> ): S,? (a,,) -+ SF (co) and is in fact a contraction since, for y, 
j E S,? (a,,) in relation (3.62) and the choice of E,,, we get 
lIF’(y, rly+)-F’(wi? vl;)Il’ 
G i IIF,‘(F:U)ll 
J=I 
with 6k+ a0 E (0, 1). From the definition of k, and the choice of cO, we first 
conclude that so(r) = O(r) as r --+ 0; indeed, an examination of the proof 
of Proposition 3.2 shows that we may take c& = max(1 + m; 
1 + rpl( 1 + v)) in inequalities (3.16). Moreover, let y( ., ~1) be the unique 
fixed point of F’( ., vi) in S’(Q,); from relations (3.53), (3.54), and (3.55) 
we obtain 
for each x E R$ , hence 
Y(o,?',)=v", - jok" 4 W,(-5)(Z-P;)9(~(5;rt',)). (3.66) 
Since the improper integrals in (3.66) converge in the strong topology of 
B( IL!), we infer from (3.66) that 
4 w,(-~)P;(Z-P’,)$(~(5;rl;))=rl;. 
(3.67) 
The combination of (3.65) and (3.67) then gives 
Y(X; II; I= w,(x) P; ~(0; rl’, I+ jox & wo(x - 5) f”i $(v(t; rl’, )I 
-I 
fm 
& wc,(x - 4N- P; 1 @(Y(& v;)). (3.68) x 
For each such 9; with IIn; 11 I,0< (2k,)-’ a,,, it now follows from the 
regularity theorem of Appendix B that y( ., qy+ ) E %(I) (w,‘, B(R)). From 
Proposition 3.3, we conclude that y( ., qy+) is an exponentially decaying 
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classical solution to Eq. (3.34). If we write (u(q’,), u(r]“+))=y(O;q;) and 
define 
Af 1 = {II+ ERR): II?+ Il,,o<W,)--‘El m*)- E (3.69) 
Statement (Sl) then follows from the above considerations and Proposi- 
tion 3.4 since the above arguments obviously hold for each E E (0, so]. It 
remains to prove Statement (S2); write int S,*(.s,,) for the interior of 
S:(so); for (y, qY,)~int S,?(E~)X (M”, I-J~~~,,-I~) define 
F-+(x rl;)(x)=Y(x)-F’(.Y? ‘I;)(x) (3.70) 
for each x E rW,+, where F’(y, q;)(x) is given by relation (3.52). By using 
estimates similar to the ones above, we can show that relation (3.70) 
induces a @“-FrCchet differentiable map in (y, q”+ ); in particular, we 
obtain 
(3.71) 
J=l 
where I,’ denotes the identity operator on Y,* . Moreover, D,9 ‘(y) 
has a bounded inverse for each y E int S”(Q). Now, fix ~1 with 
II v$ II I,0 < (2k + )) ’ so and let ,v’ be the corresponding fixed point of F * ; 
from inequality (3.64), we conclude that y” E int ,SF(so), hence that 
B’(yO, & ) = 0 from relation (3.70). By the implicit function theorem, we 
infer that q% + u( -, Y&) is %’ ‘I’-FrCchet differentiable around q$, and 
hence in M”, n A(2kt,-tEo since rot was arbitrary. Since the valuation map 
y( ., ~5 ) -+y(O, q$ ) is a linear bounded operator from Y,! into B(R), we 
conclude that r: - ~$0; II”,) is V “‘-FrCchet differentiable on M”, n 
Jv- uk,)-‘&o. Now, define - 
7;(‘l;)=Y(oY vl;)-rl;. (3.72) 
From relation (3.66), we may also write 
7;c’l;1= -j’” & Wo(x - 5)U- p; 1 a459 v’+ )) (3.73) 
x 
so that r;(q;)ERan(Z--P”,) for each qy+ EM; nJl/;,,+,-~,~. Let 
Graph(7;)=((~“,,o”)~(M’,n~,,,,-~y,xRan(Z-P’,):a’=7’,(~“,)} 
(3.74) 
be the graph of 7;. We infer from the above considerations that 7; is %(I)- 
Frechet differentiable on M’, nA&+-,m~E and hence that Graph(r”,) is a - 
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%?(‘)-Banach manifold embedded in B(R). Moreover, a routine calculation 
shows that Graph(r;) is tangent to M’, at (0,O). Write Graph(z>) = 4; 
and let {y(O;q;):q\ EM; nA’&,+lu, > be the set of all above initial 
conditions parametrized by q”+ ; it is now clear that 
(3.75) 
by the %?(“‘-diffeomorphisms (vi , ~:(?;))-Y(o;?“,)=rt; +G(4;). I 
Remarks. (1) Since E(r) = O(r) as r + 0, we first note that the solution 
u of Theorem 3.2 is forced into smaller and smaller neighborhoods of the 
equilibrium solution u0 as v approaches ,/m (compare with relation 
(3.30)). Thus, the larger the range of admissible Fourier exponents for vi, 
the smaller the vibration amplitudes for U. This is in sharp contrast with 
the purely periodic case, for which the parameter v is fixed. The reason for 
this is simple: while o(L,,) is given by (3.4) in the almost-periodic ase, we 
only get a discrete point spectrum in the purely periodic case for any 
sensible realization of L,; typically, o(L,,) = a,(&,) = {A E C: A2 = 
g’(u,) - n2, n E Z> if T= 27~ is the given period. As a rule, we must 
then choose v as the largest integer such that v* <g’(u,) in order to 
prove estimates such as (3.16) and (3.17). In this case, the number 
r = ( g’(uo) - v2)l’* is the smallest positive eigenvalue of L,. We refer the 
reader to [56, 571 for details. 
(2) The conclusion of Theorem 3.2 holds with essentially the same 
proof if g : [w --t [w is only assumed to be analytic in an open neighborhood 
of uO. This is because of the local nature of our argument related to the 
introduction of the parameter R,. 
(3) There are other important qualitative differences between the 
purely periodic case and the almost-periodic one. For instance, Theo- 
rem 3.2 asserts the existence of nontrivial time-dependent almost-periodic 
solutions to Eq. (1.2) no matter how small g’(u,) > 0. The reason for this 
is that for any given v E [IO, /m), it is always possible to preassign a 
nontrivial spectrum (nk}p=, for qk which satisfies ,4: E [0, v2], in such a 
way that Lk = ( g’(uO) - A;)112 belongs to the hyperbolic part of o(L,,). This 
is not true in the purely periodic case. For instance, if T= 271 and if 
g’(u,) E (0, 11, it follows from Remark (1) that we necessarily have v = 0 so 
that the only admissible spectrum is the trivial one {nk}pC 1 = (0). In such 
a case, the solutions that we seek are independent of time and solve the 
ordinary differential equation u”(x) = g( u(x)). 
(4) Since v may be chosen anywhere in [0, dz), we may also 
look upon Theorem 3.2 as an existence statement for a one-parameter 
family (Ai, JtdL 1”s CO,~) of stable and unstable manifolds. This is 
also in sharp contrast with the purely periodic case since, according to 
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Remark (l), we can only get one pair of manifolds { .MQ, AL } in that 
case corresponding to the fixed value of v. 
(5) In the typical 2n-periodic case where cr(L,) =a,(&,,,)= 
(1~ C: A2=g’(u0)- A2, A EZ}, I=0 is an eigenvalue if, and only if, 
Jg’o E Z. This, too, has important consequences. For instance, if A= 0 
is nor an eigenvalue of L,, we can show that any classical solution to 
Eqs. (3.2) (with values in an appropriate phase space of 2n-periodic pairs 
(u,u)) which decays polynomially as (1+1x1)-“, a~[& co), XEOB~, 
necessarily decays exponentially rapidly and hence takes on values in A; . 
This has no counterpart in the almost-periodic ase since A = 0 is always an 
eigenvalue of L, according to (3.4). We refer the reader to [56, 571 for 
details. 
(6) If one thinks of the Cauchy problems (3.3), (3.25), and (3.29) in 
terms of mechanical systems uch as vibrating strings, the dynamics which 
they define are rather peculiar: they amount to specifying the position at 
the origin and its spatial variation for all times! 
(7) Finally, we note that our method to construct stable and 
unstable manifolds for the semilinear wave equation (1.2) differs from that 
of [32]: we carry out the fixed point argument in a Banach space of 
exponentially decaying solutions to Eq. (3.34) and not in a complete metric 
space of maps z\ : M; n42k+,- E 1 --) Ran(Z- P;). For the analysis of 
other methods to construct invariant manifolds, see for instance [53] 
and [54]. 
We now consider the following 
EXAMPLE 3.1. The conclusion of Theorem 3.2 holds true for Eq. (2.30) 
for u,, = 0, (2.32) with c, > 0, c, arbitrary forjE (2, . . . . N}, and u. = 0, (2.33) 
for u. = 0 and u. = 2, and finally (2.35) with the minus sign. Whereas it also 
holds for the Sine-Gordon equation (2.36) with a0 = 0, it does not hold for 
Eq. (2.31), for Eq. (2.33) with uo= 1, or for Eq. (2.35) with the plus sign. 
We conclude this article with some remarks and the discussion of some 
open problems. 
4. SOME REMARKS AND OPEN PROBLEMS 
(1) First, it is worth observing that Theorems 2.1 and 3.2 are in some 
sense complementary, and that one can reinterpret Hypothesis (H4) of 
Theorem 2.1 through the language of Section 3. For instance, if x E rW,+, the 
exponential decay estimate (3.30) for a given solution u implies that 
Hypotheses (Hl ), (H2), and (H3) hold. However, if Hypothesis (H4) holds 
for U, the corresponding Fourier exponents are associated with no hyper- 
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bolic part of the spectrum a(&,) and this forces u to be independent of 
time. If g’(u,) < 0, condition (H4) always holds and we have 
a(&,) = a,(&,) = ilw, so that there exist no stable and unstable manifolds 
M; for the linearized system (3.25). The critical case is evidently g’(uO) = 0: 
we still have o(L,) = a,(&,) = iR and, unless the spectrum of 
u(x)-pB(u(x)) satisfies inf 1 Ak12 >O, or unless G,, is convex in (u- u,)~, 
absolutely nothing can be said using the above methods. In this respect, the 
major open problem is the construction of a center manifold for Eq. (1.2) 
in B(R) corresponding to o(L,,) = ilw. 
(2) As for the comparison of Theorem 3.2 with Theorem 2.2, we infer 
from Examples 2.1-2.6 and Example 3.1 that our construction provides 
nontrivial time almost-periodic solutions which decay exponentially rapidly 
as x goes to plus or minus infinity, but does not provide in general such 
solutions as x goes to plus and minus infinity. The reason is that decay 
estimates uch as 
suP Iu,(x, t)l +suP IU(X, t)-uu,l <cexp[-r 1x11 
tau-8 IER 
SUP Iu,(x, fN<cexp[-r 1x11 
fER 
for each x E R imply that Hypotheses (Al), $I2), and (fi3) of Theorem 2.2 
hold, and hence that u = u,, for all potentials G,, which satisfy for instance 
the convexity property of Definition 2.1. 
(3) Finally, a remark is in order concerning the regularity of 4’; an 
examination of the proof of Proposition 3.3 and Theorem 3.2 indicates that 
the WC2’-differentiability of $ is all that we need. However, for the reasons 
given in the remark immediately following the proof of Lemma 3.3, we had 
to start with a real analytic g essentially because of our choice of the phase 
space. Thus, the open problem is to determine the minimal differentiability 
properties of g which still lead to a %? c2)-differentiable $ in a given phase 
space. 
APPENDIX A: THE SPECTRUM spec(u(x))~s INDEPENDENT OF x 
In this appendix, we prove that spec(u(x)) may always be assumed to be 
independent of x. The precise result is the following. 
PROPOSITION A.l. Assume that u: R + %‘(R,, W) is continuous; then, 
there exists a countable set S(u) c R such that spec(u(x)) E S(u) for each 
XER. 
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Proof: Fix x E R, pick n E spec(u(x)), and let xn : t + exp[ -i/i t]. Then 
un(x) =&U(X) x,,) # 0. Let (x,),?, c Q with x, + x as j+ co; then 
IU,(X,)-u,,(x)1 <p&(x,)-u(x)I)< IWJ-WII, +O (A.1) 
asj+ co, by the definition of pLg and the continuity hypothesis of U. From 
(A.l), we infer that u,(x,) # 0 for all large enough j’s, hence that 
A ~spec(u(x,)) for those j’s It is then sufficient to choose 
S(u) = uxsas wec(u(x)). I 
In Section 2, this result is used to formulate Hypothesis (H4) of 
Theorem 2.1, in which case the continuity of U: R + %‘(R,, IF!) is a conse- 
quence of the uniform continuity of the solution (x, t) + u(x, t) on R2. It is 
also used to formulate Lemma 2.2. 
APPENDIX B: A REGULARITY THEOREM FOR THE FIXED POINT SOLUTION TO 
EQUATION (3.36) 
In this appendix, we prove that the fixed point solution y( ., qy+) to 
+ Eq. (3.36) belongs to %‘(‘)(R-, B(R)) for all 1; EM; n~V&+,-l~. To sim- 
plify the notation somewhat, we abbreviate y( -, q;) by y and only carry 
out the argument for x E lR,+ , thereby eliminating the superscripts + from 
all of the symbols. The proof for x E Iw; is, of course, entirely similar. Thus, 
for KEY, and x,h~~lW,+, define dhy(x)=y(x+h)-y(x); if ~G[W+, we 
write 6, y(x) = h-‘d, y(x). It is then clear that both A,, y and 8,, y belong 
to Y,. While it is relatively straightforward to prove that I( ~5~ y l/r = 0( 1) as 
h + 0 (compare with the proof of Step 1 in Proposition Bl), that is by no 
means sufficient to infer the @“-regularity of y since the linearized semi- 
group { ~oWxro is not holomorphic. This is in sharp contrast with the 
situation encountered in the analysis of some parabolic problems 
[31,33,47]. In this appendix, we prove the strong convergence of ~5~ y to 
some Sy E Y, as h + 0; from this and the fact that Sy emerges as the solu- 
tion to some linear integral equation, we finally infer that y possesses a
strong derivative y’ in Y,, and that both y and y’ are uniformly bounded 
and uniformly continuous from cW,+ . mto B(R). We begin with the following 
PROPOSITION B.l. There exists Sy E Y, such that s-lim, +0 6, y = Sy in 
the strong topology of Y,. 
Proof We subdivide the proof into three steps for convenience. 
505’7711.1, 
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Step 1. The uniform boundedness of II6,v 11 r for h sufficiently small. 
Using relations (3.53) (3.54), and (3.55), we first write Eq. (3.36) as 
y(x)= i F,(Y)(X) tB.1) 
/=O 
for every x E 68: ; this implies that 
6, Y(X) = i WJtYNxh 03.2) 
J=o 
where 
~/J,(Y)(X)= w,(x) h-'(W,(h)-I) q" 03.3) 
6hFI(y)(x)=h-‘j-:+h 4 wo(x + h - <I P'%ytt)) 
+h-‘WoW)~~dr @‘o(=W’“~ty(5)) (B.4) 
and 
~/J,(Y)(X)= -h-l!-& W,(x-5)(Z-P”)d,($~y)(tl) x (B.5) 
with (8 0 y)(r) = @(y(r)). For h suffkiently small, we now claim that there 
exists a linear bounded operator &: Y, --+ Y, with operator norm 
III %I Ill 0o.r E (0, 1 ), such that 
~/J,(Y)(x)= -%(~,Y)(X). 03.6) 
To prove this, it is sufficient to note that 
h-%,ChW) = h-‘C%W + dhytt)) - &Y(Q)) 
= s ;ds D%G) +st~itv)tt)) 6/,yt5) (B.7) 
for each 5 2 0. For z E Y,, we then define 
WXx)=~‘” d5 w,WW”)~~ ds~~tytS)+st~,y)t5))zt5). 
x 
03.8) 
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While the continuity of x + (&z)(x) is easy to prove (compare with the 
arguments given in the proof of Theorem B.l ), we now show that X,z E Y,. 
From (BJ), this can be done using arguments entirely similar to those 
already invoked in the proof of Proposition 3.3 and of Theorem 3.2. Using 
successively relation (3.17) (with the plus sign), the Taylor expansion (3.57) 
with J([)=y(r)+s(d,y)([), Lemma 3.3 with m=2, and 11 yll,<.sO, we 
obtain 
Il(-xhz)(x)ll 1,o < rp’J@(2)(Ro) e. II z llr evII -rxl (B.9) 
for h small enough. The constants I;, so, and R, are the same as in the 
proof of Theorem 3.2. We infer from (B.9) that &ZE Y,, with 
III %I III cD,r = sup II z II ; ’ II ,X,z I(, < r - ‘IGD’~‘(R,) so < 1. (B.lO) 
ZE Y, r+O 
In the preceding relation, the last inequality follows from our choice of so 
in the proof of Theorem 3.2. The combination of relations (B.5) and (B.8) 
then proves relation (B.6). We now observe that (B.2) and (B.6) imply 
(B.ll) 
J=o 
where Z, is the identity operator on Y,. Now, set p = r ~‘h@*)(R,) .so; since 
111 Xh111 oo,r < ZI E (0, I), we infer that (Z, + tih)-’ exists as a linear bounded 
operator on Y,, with operator norm lll(Z,+ ,X,)-l 111 co,I < (1 -,u-‘. We 
conclude from this and relation (B.11) that 
6,y=(z,+%)-1 c bhFJ(Y)’ (B.12) 
J=o 
Finally, it follows from (B.3), (B.4), and considerations entirely similar to 
those used above that II G,F,(y)(j, = 0( 1) for h sufficiently small and j = 0, 1. 
Hence, from relation (B.12), we obtain 
as h + 0. This concludes the proof of Step 1. 
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Step 2. Construction of Sy E Y, as the solution to a linear integral 
equation. For each y E Y, and each x E LB,+, define 
f,(Y)(X) = W,(x) Lo?” (B.13) 
f,(Y)(X) = P’$(Y(X)) + Lo j; & Wo(x - 5) P’Q(Y(S)). (B.14) 
Moreover, for each z E Y, and each x E rW,+ , define 
(xz)(x) = j- & wo(x- t)U- P’) D%Y(O) 45). (B.15) x 
From considerations entirely similar to those used in the proof of Step 1, 
we infer from (B.13) and (B.14) that f,( y) E Y, for j = 0, 1. Moreover, X is 
a linear bounded operator on Y, with operator norm 111 X 111 oc,T < ,U E (0, 1). 
From this, it follows that the linear integral equation 
ur+wz= if,(Y) (B.16) 
J=o 
has exactly one solution Sy E Y,, namely 
6Y=ur+-fr’ C”&(Y). (B.17) 
J=o 
Step 3. Sy as the strong limit of dhy as h + 0. From Eq. (B.11) and 
Eq. (B.16) with z=Jy, we infer that 
(zr+x)(d,Y-6Y)= i (6,FJ(y)-f,(y))-(~-~)‘~y’ (B.18) 
J=o 
Since Ill x Ill co,T < ~1 E(0, 1 ), it follows from relation (B.18) and the result of 
Step 1 that 
ll~,Y-~YIl,~u-P)-’ i II~,~/~Y~--f,~Y~ll.+III~-~III~,~~~~~ 
J=o I 
(B.19) 
for h sufficiently small. We conclude the proof by showing that the two 
terms on the right-hand side of (B.19) go to zero as h -0. The fact 
that II 6,F,(y) -fo( y)II, -+ 0 is an easy consequence of relations (B.3) 
(B.13), and of the exponential decay estimate (3.16) for x B 0 since 
1” = P”~’ E M’ E D(L,). As for the contribution corresponding to j= 1, 
exactly the same remark applies to the second term of (B.4), which 
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converges strongly to the second term of (B.14) in the B(R)-topology. 
Hence s-lim, _ 0 II &A(Y) -fi(~)IIr = 0 since 
I -’ dt Wo(x - 0 P’%Y(S)) 0 
= f+',(x) P" Jb' & wo( -5) P"@(Y(~)) E WC @Lo). 
A similar argument can be applied to the first terms of (B.4) and (B.14). 
It remains to show that lim, _ o II/ X, - X j/l oo,, = 0. The starting point is 
relations (B.8) and (B.15). As before, we use successively relation (3.1), 
Lemma 3.3 with m = 2, and the various properties of the fixed point 
solution y. We infer the sequence of estimates 
II - (~z)(x)lI 1.0 
~fexp[-rx]I”d5exp[r5] 
x 
’ il ’ ds dT @(*)(ll 140 + W, ~)(t)ll I,o)ll ~dOll,,o II 45)111,0 0 0 
QEexpC-rxl @‘2’(Ro)/n 4 expC~51114u(5)llI,o l145)111,0 x 
G r-‘P expE -rxl @5’2’(~o)ll Ah Y IIr II z II1 (B.20) 
for each x E iw,+ and each z E Y,. From relation (B.20) and the result of 
Step 1, we infer that 
for h -+ 0. Therefore, we obtain 111 X, - X 111 ~,T = O(h) as h --t 0. 1 
From Proposition B.l and its proof, we infer the following. 
THEOREM B.l. For each V”E M’n 42kl-~E, let y( ., r]‘) be the unique 
fixed point solution to Eq. (3.65) of Theorem 3.2. Then y( ., q”) E @“(Iw,f, 
B(R)). 
ProojI It follows from Proposition B.l and the definition of Y, that Sy 
is the strong continuous right derivative of y as a B(R)-valued map. From 
standard arguments [47], we infer that y is continuously differentiable on 
rW,+ with derivative y’ = Sy. Since 11 y(x)/1 1,o < I( y II, and 11 y’(x)ll, < 11 Sy llr 
for each x E rW,+ , we also conclude that y and y’ are uniformly bounded on 
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la,+. It remains to prove that both y and y’ are in fact uniformly 
continuous on IF!,+. But this follows immediately from the exponential 
decay properties of y and y’. 1 
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